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Brief Introduction

The airport fence is also known as a Y-shape security fence due to its Y shape of posts. Airport fences 

are usually combined with concertina razor wires or RBT wires for higher security.

Apart from the fence topper, special treatment of V-bending is also applied to increase the transverse 

strength of fence panels.

This classic type of airport security fence is mainly used in airports all over the world.
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Physical Barriers of Airports Deterring Any 

Unauthorized Access.
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We make fence idea!

Airport fences are 100% transparent. Visibility remains one of its 

greatest benefits, as you can see life scenes of people walking through 

the airport, and planes taking off and landing, as compared to 

traditional fencing.

Compared to normal metal fences, the airport fence is much higher 

because of the Y posts, thus increasing the difficulty of traversing for any 

intruders. What’s more, concertina razor wires are usually combined to 

the top, enhancing the fence to a higher security level.

The airport fence from SKYHALL® Fence is produced from low carbon 

steel wire with a welding strength greater than 50%. And the special 

treatment of V-bending applied to fence panels largely increases their 

transverse strength. With the combination of factors, the airport fence 

can be used for a longer time.

All colors are available here for the airport fence, however, we recom-

mend the Dark Green of RAL6005 as the reference color since it’s quite 

popular among our customers.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.

HIGH VISIBILITYHIGH SECURITY

HIGH DURABILITY

AVAILABLE COLORS

WELDED MESH FENCE

EURO FENCE

HIGH SECURITY FENCE

200 SERIES CHAIN LINK FENCE

100 SERIES WELDED MESH FENCE

BARBED WIRE

CONCERTINA RAZOR WIRE

PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED
HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )

DESIGN SERIES

100 SERIES

AIRPORT FENCE

300 SERIES

SURFACE TREATMENT

BASE DESIGN

TOP DESIGN
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